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Dear editor,
In the industrial processes, timely detection of key quality
variables is very important for tracking the product quality, monitoring the process status, and achieving stable and
reliable control. However, the key quality variables are difficult to measure or have obvious time delay. The process
variables that are easy to measure are often used to establish a monitoring model to ensure the safety of production
process and the stability of product quality. As reviewed by
Ge [1] and Jiang et al. [2], traditional quality-relevant monitoring technologies mainly include methods based on principal component regression (PCR) and partial least squares,
which usually perform linear transformations between variables. Therefore, the nonlinear correlation between the variables cannot be described.
Recently, deep learning technology has become the focus of academia and industry to effectively dealing with the
complex non-linearity in industrial data [3]. Deep learning has a deeper network structure than shallow learning,
so that more effective and deeper features can be obtained
from the original features. Process monitoring algorithms
based on various types of autoencoders (AEs) have been
proposed [4–6]. However, although these algorithms can effectively detect abnormal conditions, it is unable to identify
routine process faults and those that seriously affect product
quality.
Actually, the features learned by traditional unsupervised models are good representations of the original input
data. However, they may not be good representations for
quality-relevant process monitoring. Good representations
should be guided by measured and quality variables. Features learned from the measured variables should be highly
correlated with the quality variables and can reconstruct
the original input data well. To increase the generalization ability of the model, the learned features should be as
irrelevant as possible. Besides, in order to prevent qualityrelevant information from being lost, we also constrain the
residuals to make them independent of quality. Therefore,

this study proposes a novel deep quality-supervised regularized autoencoder (QS-RAE) model to further improve the
quality-relevant monitoring performance.
QS-RAE. Each QS-RAE contains a non-linear encoding
layer and a linear decoding layer. QS-RAE adds three new
regularization terms to the loss function (mean squared error (MSE)) of traditional autoencoders. Therefore, the optimization objectives of the QS-RAE are as follows.
Objective 1. To maintain the global structure of the input data, QS-RAE must be able to reconstruct the input
data well. Therefore, the first objective is to minimize the
MSE as
!
n m
1 XX
L1 = min
(xik − x̃ik ) ,
(1)
n i=1 k=1
where n is the number of samples and m is the dimension.
Objective 2. The features extracted from the input data
should contain more quality-relevant information. Therefore, quality data are used to supervise the features extracted by the model during training phase. Assuming the
extracted features are H = [h1 , . . . , hl ], the absolute value
of the correlation coefficient between the pth feature hp and
the quality variable is calculated as follows:
ρhp ,y =

cov(hp , y)
σhp σy

= q

E(hp y) − E(hp )E(y)
,
p
− E 2 (hp ) E(y 2 ) − E 2 (y)

(2)

E(h2p )

where E(·) represents mean. Then, the correlation coefficient vector can be obtained as ρH,y = [ρh1 ,y , . . . , ρhl ,y ]T .
In order to ensure that each feature has a large correlation
with the quality variable, this study achieves it by maximizing the minimum value in ρH,y . Then the second optimization objective is expressed as
L2 = max(min(ρH,y )) = min(1 − min(ρH,y )).

(3)
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(Color online) Illustration of QS-RAE.

Objective 3. To make the model more robust, the correlation between the extracted features should be as small
as possible. Similar to (2), the correlation coefficient between the pth feature and the qth feature, ρhp ,hq , can be
calculated. Then, the correlation coefficient matrix can be
obtained as follows:


ρh1 ,h1 · · · ρh1 ,hl



..
.. 
..
ρwithinH = 
.
(4)
.
.
. 


ρhl ,h1 · · ·

ρhl ,hl

The third optimization objective can be achieved by minimizing the maximum value in ρwithinH (except for elements
in the main diagonal), which is expressed as
L3 = min(max(ρhp ,hq )),

p 6= q.

(5)

Objective 4. To avoid the loss of quality-relevant information, this study also requires that the residuals are not
correlated or have a small correlation with the quality variable. Assuming that the residual is Res = X − X̃, the correlation coefficient between the reconstruction error of the
kth variable and the quality variable, ρrk ,y , is calculated
similar to (2). Then, the correlation coefficient vector can
be obtained as ρRes,y = [ρr1 ,y , . . . , ρrm ,y ]T . The fourth
optimization objective can be achieved by minimizing the
maximum value in ρRes,y , which is expressed as
L4 = min(max(ρRes,y )).

(6)

Taking these optimization objectives into consideration,
the loss function of QS-RAE is defined as
L(θf∗ ; θg∗ )
= min L1 (θf , θg ) + αL2 (θf ) + βL3 (θf ) + γL4 (θf , θg ),
(7)
where α, β, γ are hyperparameters used to determine the
importance of each optimization objective. Afterwards, the
proposed QS-RAE model can be trained by a stochastic gradient descent algorithm, as shown in Figure 1. θf is the parameter of the encoder; θg is the parameter of the decoder.
By stacking multiple QS-RAEs and training the deep QSRAE model using a layer-by-layer greedy training method,

quality-irrelevant information is gradually reduced, while
quality-relevant information is more concentrated in the extracted features.
Quality-relevant fault detection. Although the features
extracted by deep QS-RAE contain much quality-relevant
information, there is also interference from quality-irrelevant
information. Therefore, this study further decomposes the
feature space into quality-relevant subspace and qualityirrelevant subspace by orthogonal decomposition. According
to the extracted features by deep QS-RAE and the quality
variable, the following formula can be obtained based on the
idea of PCR:
(
ypre = HP ,
(8)
P = (H T H)−1 H T y.
Perform singular value decomposition on P P T :
"
#"
#
h
i Λy 0 P T
y
P P T = Py Po
.
0 0 PoT

(9)

Then, the extracted features H can be decomposed into
a quality-relevant subspace Hy = HPy PyT and a qualityirrelevant subspace Ho = HPo PoT , respectively.
Considering quality-related subspace, quality-irrelevant
subspace and residual space, quality-relevant and qualityirrelevant fault detection can be achieved by constructing three monitoring statistics, quality-relevant statisitc
2
2
(Ty,new
) and quality-irrelevant statistics (To,new
and
SPEnew ). The details can be found in Appendix A. Kernel density estimation is used to calculate the control limits
for each monitoring statistic [4].
For online monitoring, if all the statistics are below the
2
corresponding control limits, no fault occurs; if Ty,new
is less
than the control limit, and the other two statistics exceed the
2
control limits, a quality-irrelevant fault occurs; once Ty,new
exceeds the control limit, a quality-relevant fault occurs.
Case study. Experiments on the Tennessee-Eastman process [7] confirm the presented model’s validity and superiority. The details of the experiment results on TE process
and an ablation study are shown in Appendixes B and C,
respectively.
Conclusion. The experimental results on TE process indicate that, compared with several state-of-the-art methods, the proposed deep QS-RAE not only performs better
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in the detection of process faults, but also has higher reliability in the detection of quality-relevant faults. The ablation
study indicates that the lack of any of the three regularization terms will have an impact on the reliability of qualityrelevant fault detection, thus verifying the necessity for each
regularization term.
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